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undertaking!examines!Christian! responses! to! consumer! culture,! focusing!on! responses! among!
people!who!have,!or!have!previously!had,!significant!involvement!with!evangelicalism.!
!
You! are! being! invited! to! take! part! in! this! research! project! by! being! interviewed.! Before! you!
decide! it! is! important! for! you! to! understand!why! the! research! is! being! done! and!what! it!will!




This! project!will! document!ways! that! Christians!with! evangelical! connections! resolve! tensions!
between! their! faith! and! consumer! culture.! You! have! been! asked! to! be! a! part! of! this! project!
because!you!have,!or!previously!had,!involvement!with!an!evangelical!stream!of!Christianity.!The!




In!agreeing! to! take!part!you!will!be! interviewed! for!approximately!one!hour,!discussing! issues!
concerning!Christianity!and!consumerism.!The!interviews!will!be!fairly!informal!and!you!will!be!











Responses! collected!will! form! the! basis! of!my! research! project! and!will! be! put! into! a!written!
report! in! an! anonymous! basis.! It! will! not! be! possible! for! you! to! be! identified! personally.! All!




















If! you! have! any! questions! or! comments! about! the! project! at! any! time,! please! contact! me:!
robertsonhegglun@gmail.com,! or! phone! 027! 712! 0549.! Alternatively! you! could! contact! my!

















































hearing( the( contents( of( the( transcriptions( in( auditory( form( or( reading( the( contents( of( the(
transcriptions* in* written* form.* I* understand* that* I* must* not* talk* about* the* contents* of* the*
material(being(transcribed(with(anyone(other(than(the(researcher.(I(agree(to(store(the(material(
in#a#locked!environment)while)it)is)in)my)possession.)I)agree)to)destroy)any)copies)I)have)of)the)
auditory)and)written)material)once)the)transcriptions)are)returned)to)the)researcher.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
________________________! ________________!!!!!!!!!____________________!
Name!of!Transcriber! Date! Signature!
!
*
*
*
*
*
*
